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Chapter 633 All At Once

Tears streamed down Sean’s face. He was angered by Gavin’s ignorance, but Gavin was still
his son, after all. It was only natural that he was upset that his son was dead.

“Get Kai and chop his head off for me!” Sean ordered Doomer.

Doomer strode toward the rubble. He was about to dig Kai out when he halted in surprise.

The earth started shaking, and Kai shot up from the pile of rubble, holding a huge boulder
weighing a few hundred pounds.

“I shall take your life today!” Kai roared midair.

He then tossed the boulder weighing a few hundred pounds toward Doomer’s head.

The sudden turn of events caused everyone to blanch in shock. Their gazes landed on Kai in
disbelief.

Rumble!

The boulder landed on Doomer’s head with an earth-shattering sound and broke into a
million pieces. However, Doomer remained standing. He shook off the stones on his body
and didn’t seem to be hurt.

Sean burst out laughing. “Ha! You’re too naïve. A simple stone can’t hurt The Fearsome
Four! You’re lucky enough to survive the ordeal, but I shall torture you thoroughly before
taking your life!”

“If the stone didn’t work, then I shall use another.”

Kai grabbed another boulder, which was much smaller than the previous one.



Using the Focus Technique, he channeled his spiritual energy into the boulder, and it
immediately turned as hard as steel.

“I’m going to kill you!” Doomer roared, charging toward Kai as though he was a bull that had
lost his mind.

Doomer didn’t have a weapon, so he was obviously using his body as one. Without resorting
to any tactics, he was relying on his destructive power and powerful body to attack Kai.

At the sight of Doomer charging toward him, Kai flung the stone. It landed with a thud on
Doomer’s chest.

Boom!

A loud boom resonated around the area as the stone turned to dust. This time, Doomer
came to a stop.

There was a dent in Doomer’s chest, indicating his ribs were broken. However, he didn’t feel
any pain.

Sean was surprised to realize that Kai was capable of hurting Doomer. It wasn’t a
life-threatening wound, but the fact that Kai was strong enough to hurt Doomer’s
indestructible body had shocked him senseless.

“The four of you, go at him all at once!” Sean barked out an order hastily.

The Fearsome Four immediately charged forward and surrounded Kai, glaring at him in a
menacing manner.

Kai felt a surmounting pressure, as he had to face four of them alone. Besides being
unnaturally strong, The Fearsome Four couldn’t feel fear or pain. They were practically
Sean’s puppets. Kai couldn’t figure out how to defeat them.

He had to kill The Fearsome Four. Otherwise, they wouldn’t give up unless Sean ordered
them to retreat. The Fearsome Four were Senior Grandmasters with impenetrable bodies
made of steel. It would be hard to take their lives.

The Fearsome Four surrounded Kai and attacked him simultaneously. Their huge fists were
as swift and deadly as cannons.



Kai dodged their attacks while retaliating. Despite using Focus Technique to its extreme and
allowing his spiritual energy to surge quickly, he found it difficult to go against four of them
at once.

Thud!

Suddenly, a punch landed on Kai’s back. He wasn’t wounded, but the impact had caused him
to lurch forward, and he nearly toppled to the ground.
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Seeing that, Sean guffawed in delight. “Ha! Yes, that’s right. Beat him to a pulp until he
breathes his last breath!”

Kai stared at The Fearsome Four solemnly. If he had a good weapon now, it would be easier
for him to defeat the four of them.

It was time to get himself a suitable weapon or risk being in a disadvantageous position
before The Fearsome Four, who were all Senior Grandmasters.

“Use your hand and power to form a blade. When you and the blade come as one, you’ll be
powerful enough to turn the tables…”

Just as Kai was feeling vexed about fighting without a weapon against The Fearsome Four,
a familiar voice rang out.

He turned at his shoulder hastily and spotted Rayleigh. The latter was staring at him but
showed no intentions of offering help.

“Use my hand as a blade?” Kai mused.

He had no idea what Rayleigh meant.
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“Your body is harder than steel. Turn your hand into a blade. This blade will be stronger than
any blade in the world. Alas, you have no idea how to make use of it,” Rayleigh reminded
him.

A revelation hit Kai. Overjoyed, he started pondering over Rayleigh’s words.

Sean’s expression turned grim when he saw Rayleigh. “Who are you?” he demanded icily. “If
you don’t have a death wish, then stay away from us.”

Rayleigh gave Kai one last glance before turning to leave. He didn’t utter a word and soon
disappeared from sight.

Slowly, Kai stretched out his right hand. There was a burning passion in his gaze as his brain
began to spiral with knowledge. Clearly, he had learned something from Rayleigh’s brief
reminder.

“Use my hand and power to form a blade…”

He gathered his spiritual energy from his elixir field and directed it to his right hand.

Kai’s right hand began to glow, and the faint glow soon grew into a golden ray of light as his
arm turned into a shiny blade.

“What are you doing? Kill him now!” Sean commanded The Fearsome Four furiously.

Doomer reacted at once. He raised his fist and threw a punch in Kai’s direction. The punch
was so powerful that it made a sonic boom as it cut through the air.

Kai’s lips curled into a smile. When Doomer’s fist was right before him, he swung his hand
down, chopping off Doomer’s arm with a smooth swoosh.

At once, blood spurted out of Doomer’s wound. Kai took the chance to kick Doomer and
send the latter flying backward.

“How dare they claim to be impenetrable? They are no match for me.”

Having chopped off Doomer’s arm, Kai felt more confident.

“H-How is that possible?” Sean looked incredulous at the sight of Doomer’s broken arm.



Besides mastering the Impenetrable Skill, The Fearsome Four had also been modified by the
Cooper family. Even if they didn’t use their skill, bullets wouldn’t be able to penetrate their
bodies. However, Kai was competent enough to cut Doomer’s arm off with his hand.

Kai’s ability had exceeded Sean’s expectations.

“Form the formation!” he yelled with a contorted expression.

Hearing his order, The Fearsome Four suddenly stood together in a line. Doomer, who had
lost one arm and was still bleeding profusely, paid no heed to his wound.

The Fearsome Four swung their fists forward at the same time, and those who were at the
scene could feel the space shaking under their force.

One punch, two punches, three punches…

After eight punches, a strange scene occurred. A gigantic fist had appeared in midair and a
ray of light was bursting out of it.
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The Fearsome Four had formed the gigantic fist using their martial energy. A while ago, they
weren’t wasting their energy by punching the air for no reason. Instead, they were gathering
their martial energy in midair to form the gigantic fist.

Waves of energy escaped the gigantic fist before it came for Kai.

The fist was forceful enough to create a huge gust of wind. The wind whizzed against
everyone’s ears as it sent dust and debris flying everywhere.

Sean could barely open his eyes. He immediately took a few steps back and gazed at Kai
smugly. “Kai, let’s see how you’ll survive this.”



Kai’s eyes narrowed as he watched the fist descend from the sky. He raised his right hand
slowly and stomped on the ground.

Crack! Crack! Crack!

Long, branching cracks appeared and spread all over the road.

The cracks increased in size, and he could put his entire fist into the gap.

Looking at the cracks on the ground, Sean was no longer smug. His expression turned as
dark as thunder.

Kai can cause this much damage with just a stomp of his foot. I wonder how powerful he is.

Before Sean could react, a huge boom pierced the air. Kai had leaped off the ground and
used his own fist to strike the gigantic fist.

A blinding ray of light shone and disappeared in a flash. Following Kai’s attack, the gigantic
fist was crushed into pieces, its remnants scattering to the four winds.

Despite that, The Fearsome Four refused to give up. They punched the air repeatedly to
gather their energy and formed another gigantic fist yet again.

Kai had almost exhausted his spiritual energy from crushing the gigantic fist.

He had just landed on the ground when another fist came for him.

Kai raised his head and watched as the gigantic fist arrived before him in the blink of an eye.

He clenched his jaw and used his body to withstand the punch.

Boom!

The collision sounded as if a bomb had landed on the ground and exploded on impact.

From a distance away, Sean could feel the ground shaking, and the burst of energy had
caused stones to swirl in the air.



The impact of the collision left a crater a few meters wide on the ground. Kai stood in the
middle of the crater. His clothes were tattered, revealing his tanned skin.

At once, Sean dashed toward the edge of the crater. He wanted to see if Kai had been
crushed into a pulp from the punch. But to his dismay, Kai was still alive and standing in the
middle of the crater. He seemed fine, save for his tattered clothes. There was no visible
wound on his body.

Kai scrutinized his disheveled self, and delight rose in his heart. My body is stronger than I
thought.

No wonder an energy cultivator as experienced as Rayleigh went to the trouble to get the
body-quenching pill.

Slowly, Kai looked up and flashed a wide grin in Sean’s direction, causing a wave of fury to
crash through Sean’s being.

“Useless! Bunch of useless fools! Keep beating him until he dies!” Sean exploded.

The Fearsome Four gathered their martial energy and threw punches into the air.

Rumble…

A huge fist descended from the sky yet again. Kai stood unmoving and endured the
powerful punch.

When the fist landed on Kai’s body, he felt no pain as a relaxing sensation spread over his
body instead. Looks like the more I hone my body, the more indestructible it will become
after I began cultivating.


